
Manual Dual Axis Sun Tracking system  

Introduction 
                  Dual Axis tracking improves the performance of the Solar PV technology by 30% to 40%. The 

crystalline PV technology used in most of the project performs well with direct solar radiation and their 

efficiency with diffused radiation is very less.  Hence tracking the sun increases the direct radiation and 

improves the overall energy yield by 30% to 40% without increasing the capacity of the PV module, this 

in turn increases the water output by 30 to 40%.  

The cost of an automatic tracking algorithm, controls and actuators makes the tracking system 

uneconomical for smaller projects. We have designed a simple and most economical way of tracking the 

sun manually, without much of effort & cost. The system is designed with simple tools like pulley for 

daily tracking and a slot based system for seasonal tracking which is a proven economical way to 

improve the yield without investing much. 

Working Principle: 
     We have designed an inbuilt magnetic compass in the structure which provides the information about 

the directions to the farmers. The southern direction is highlighted with an arrow and whenever the 

user carries the system to neighbor farms, he has to position the system in proper orientation based on 

the compass assistance , Since we are in northern hemisphere the panel has to be mounted towards 

southern direction  in most of the seasons.  

Daily Tracking:  
            Every day the sun travels from east to west & hence the PV module has to follow the sun from 8 

AM to 4 PM to maximize the energy yield. This is achieved by a simple pulley, rope and timer based 

mechanism. The timer is programed to remind the consumer with an alarm once in two hours ( 8 Am, 10 

AM , 12 PM, 2 PM & 4PM). By using this alert the consumer has to tilt the structure toward the marking 

provided on the disk (As shown in the tracking diagram) with the assistance of pulley and rope. The 

process is made simple by using a pulley , rope , timer & disk marking. 

Seasonal Tracking: 
                     Based on the season the module has to be tilted from North to South, This is done once in 

three months and we have provided a slot based mechanism to do this. The structure will have four 

slots in the direction of north to south as presented in the diagram. These sloth will be marked with four 

major seasons (Jan-Mar ,  April-Jun,  July-Oct,  Sep-Dec). By choosing the right seasonal slots the 

customer can easily tilt & lock the modules from south to North.  

This is the best cost effective way to increase the energy yield without increasing the PV capacity and 

reducing the structural requirement to hold the excess PV modules.  


